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In the spirit of restaging and reenactment, Ryan Rhadigan revisits the paintings  

and audio recordings of Konkow Maidu artist and documentarian Frank Day (1902-1976)  
to argue how and why Day’s artistic and autoethnographic practices can offer an  
instructive model of persistent and immanent critique for postcolonial and decolonizing  
praxis. Frank Day, an itinerant laborer and self-taught painter, embarked on a seventeen-  
year multimedia project documenting Maidu language and culture after suffering a severe  
injury in a farming accident in 1959. In less than two decades Day completed over two  
hundred oil paintings, founded a Native American cultural revitalization group, and  
recorded more than seventy-five hours of audiotaped Maidu songs and narratives.  
Applying Gayatri Spivak’s use of the term catachresis to describe the unique  
“deconstructive predicament” of the postcolonial educator, Rhadigan explores how Day’s  
own description of his painting practice as a process of “translation” is itself a form of  
catachresis—an “abuse” of a concept or metaphor through the apparently inappropriate  
substitution of one word for another. As translations, Day’s paintings are unusually  
anchored and encoded—often requiring substantial contextualization through Day’s  
recorded stories or songs to successfully transport meaning from one time or place to  
another. Similarly, many of Day’s representations of ancestral practices, mythological  
events, and legendary creatures, offer alternate histories that vigorously resist  
verification, calling attention to the very notions of veracity, fidelity, and authenticity that  
work to code and position translations within epistemic structures of value and authority.  
By examining Day’s multisensory documentary work through the solicitation of four  
figurative tropes (metonymy, synecdoche, irony, and catachresis), Rhadigan argues that  
Day’s failed or “missed” translations expose the mechanisms of ethnographic knowledge  
production and demonstrate the potential for inhabiting an alternative critical space, not 
on the projected margins of epistemic production, but from inside its processes and flows.  


